✪ Product Focus

✪

✪ Model 204 Manual Swing-Away Heat Press
Insta Graphic Systems says that their Model 204 Manual Swing-Away machine is a
multi-purpose heat press, designed to apply heat transfers to thick substrates like plaques,
glass, tiles & awards—in addition to standard garments. Its screw
alignment system allows the user to increase the space between
the upper and lower platens to transfer onto items that are up
to 2.5” thick. The Model 204 is made in the U.S.A.—which is
reflected in its superior quality and reliability. It has been
strategically designed to generate and evenly distribute
tremendous pressure throughout the entire platen. And,
its cast-in tubular heating element heats the metal
from within, which produces constant and longlasting heat. A successful heat transfer application requires three key elements to work
in tandem—time, temperature and
pressure. The Model 204 has mastered
those elements and gets the job done
every time.
800-421-6971
www.instagraph.com

✪ ChromaLuxe HD Metal Keepsakes
Unisub says that you can help your customers
celebrate the summer with products made in
the USA. ChromaLuxe’s HD Metal Keepsakes
are customizable for any holiday or occasion.
Made in Louisville, Kentucky, they take great
pride in manufacturing their products in a
safe environment with mutual respect to all
employees. Their greatest asset is their people
and it shows in the quality of their products.
800-861-1461
www.chromaluxe.com

✪ AlumaMark,
AlumaJet &
DuraBlack
The Horizons Imaging Systems Group (ISG) is the
USA-based manufacturer of
AlumaMark, DuraBlack and
AlumaJet. Known for durability, quality and appearance, their aluminum-based
engraving and inkjet printing
materials were invented by
them and are manufactured
at their state-of-the-art facility
in Cleveland, Ohio. As a
medium-sized technologybased business, they believe investment in people and infrastructure make their business
and America stronger. Their goal is to develop and manufacture high-value, high-quality
materials that differentiate their customers from the competition.
800-482-7758
www.horizonsisg.com
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